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1 Introduction

The formalization of dialogues is a major research topic in argumentation [7].
A particular type of formal dialogues studied in the literature are persuasion
dialogues. According to Walton [50], in such dialogues the goal of each party
is to persuade the other party to accept some designated proposition, using as
premises only propositions that the other party has accepted as commitments.
The elements of a persuasion dialogue are two participants, called the proponent
P and the respondent R, and two propositions α and β (statements): α is P ’s
thesis, while β is R’s thesis. Such theses stand in a relation of opposition to each
other. P ’s goal is to prove α from R’s commitments, and R’s goal is to prove his
own thesis from P ’s commitments [51].

A characteristic of persuasion dialogues is that agents have a goal–to persuade
the other agent–and commitments, which agents stand by, until proven wrong.
Other types of dialogues have been defined as well, by Walton and Krabbe [49],
and by other authors in more recent times. These include information-seeking
dialogues, where one participant seeks the answer to some question from another
participant who is believed to know the answer, inquiry dialogues, where two
parties collaborate to answer some questions, negotiation dialogues that start
from a conflict of interest and seek a reasonable settlement, deliberation dialogues
aimed at deciding the best available course of action, and eristic dialogues where
participants aim at verbally hitting out at the opponent.



Walton and Krabbe classify these types of dialogues along three dimensions:
the initial situation, the participants’ goals, and the goal of the dialogue. There
are also subtypes, that capture the nuances between different initial conditions,
and a number of other factors. Interestingly, the type of a dialogue is in fact a
dynamic concept. For example, it may happen that the purpose of an ongoing
dialogue dynamically shifts, alongside with the participants’ goals, giving raise
to what is known in the literature as dialectical shifts [26]. For example, a ne-
gotiation dialogue may take an eristic drift if the parties involved fail to find a
reasonable settlement.

In the context of multi-agent systems, and in particular artificial societies,
where (software) agents have clearly defined goals and interact by way of well
defined protocols, the notion of argumentative dialogues has gathered consid-
erable popularity, and several frameworks have been proposed for automating
argumentative dialogues of various types (see [29] for a review of dialogue games
for agent argumentation and [39] for a review of formal dialogue systems for
persuasion).

Many such proposals use Dung’s abstract argumentation [14] as a computa-
tional framework to model arguments and reason from them automatically, and
define rules that agents must follow in order to produce meaningful dialogues of
one type or another.

Following Hamblin [22] and McKenzie’s dialectical system DC [27], it is com-
mon to define the steps of a dialogue in terms of dialogue moves associated to
locutions such as assert, accept, question, challenge, justify, and so on, as it is
done in formal dialogue frameworks such as those used in negotiation [41]. Each
locution is defined in terms of its rationale, preconditions, intended effects (e.g.,
on the mind of the counterpart), and/or effects on the state of the dialogue,
captured by a set of commitments (the commitment store), that define the epis-
temic position of each party in that particular dialogue [2,34]. Rules are typically
defined, e.g., in the case of persuasion dialogues such as van Eemeren and Groo-
tendorst’s critical discussions [17], to ensure that both parties stick to the point
and that they use commitments of the other party in their attempts to persuade
the other party by means of rational argumentation.

This effort on formalising dialogues led to interesting results and applications
in artificial societies, e.g., in the context of automated negotiation [40], and in
the formalization of dialectical models of legal argument [38].

A recent domain of interest for (persuasion) dialogues is the social Web.
An increasing number of organizations and businesses look at online dialogues
and, more in general, at online debates, with growing attention, as these de-
bates represent a valuable source of information about the sentiment of people
about products, brands, policies, and so on. Online debates are a way for peo-
ple belonging to a social network to exchange opinions and arguments, and can
be influential in determining market trends and acceptance of new policies and
regulations. Arguments in particular are the key to understand people’s think-
ing and behaviour. Indeed, the debates occurring in online communities have
important effects, e.g., in the diffusion of opinions and innovation in the infor-
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mation society. Here, argumentation technology can play a role in supporting
this type of analysis. One possibility, which we advocate, is to model people’s
beliefs by way of argumentation frameworks, online debates by way of argumen-
tative dialogues/debates, and then use agent-based social simulation techniques
for describing and possibly forecasting the emergence of interesting properties,
such as the likelihood that in the long run arguments will be more or less po-
larised, and that a given position or sentiment will win over other contrasting
positions or sentiments.

However, the types of dialogue formalized in the argumentation literature
seen so far are not entirely suitable for modelling dialogues occurring in online
social networks. In social networking platforms we can surely find exchanges mo-
tivated by recognisable purposes such as persuasion, or information seeking, and
there are some kinds of “rules of encounter” such as netiquettes. More frequently,
however, the encounters and comments we find are serendipitous. They do not
follow predetermined rules, nor can we easily identify motivating goals, precon-
ditions and intended effects. Indeed, the term “bottom-up argumentation” has
been coined to capture the emergence of arguments and opinions stemming for
these types of exchanges [47,32].

To the best of our knowledge, in the state of the art there is no formal dialogue
model that aims to capture the possible outcomes of natural dialogues or debates
occurring in mainstream online social networks. There, we cannot take the per-
spective of informed professionals debating in institutional environment (such as
in the legal domain), or software agents whose motivation can be described by a
cost functions (such as in negotiations occurring in artificial societies). Rather,
we ought to start from cognitive models of human communication, such as those
proposed in experimental psychology.

An influential such model is Mercier & Sperber’s argumentative theory of rea-
soning [30], whereby the emergence of reasoning is best understood within the
framework of the evolution of human communication. The function of human
reasoning is argumentative. Reasoning enables people to exchange arguments
that, on the whole, make communication more reliable and hence more advan-
tageous. In particular, for communication to be stable, it has to benefit both
senders and receivers. To avoid being victims of misinformation, receivers must
exercise some degree of epistemic vigilance.

Several psychological mechanisms may contribute to epistemic vigilance. The
two most important ones are trust calibration and coherence setting. Some initial
coherence checking occurs in the process of comprehension. When it uncovers
some incoherence, an epistemically vigilant addressee must choose between two
alternatives: either to reject communicated information, thus avoiding the risk
of being misled, at the expense of possibly missing an opportunity to correct or
update earlier beliefs, or to associate coherence checking and trust calibration,
and allow for a fine-grained process of belief revision.

In particular, if a highly trusted individual tells us something that is incoher-
ent with our previous beliefs, some revision is unavoidable. On the other hand,
if a communicator wants to communicate a piece of information that the ad-
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dressee is unlikely to accept on trust, she can produce arguments for her claims,
and encourage the addressee to examine, evaluate, and accept these arguments.
Reasoning contributes to the effectiveness and reliability of communication by
allowing communicators to argue for their claim and by allowing addressees to
assess these arguments.

This simple conceptual framework, where argumentation and trust together
drive every communication between human actors, provides a very solid micro-
foundation for the dialogue model we intend to devise.

In this article, we propose an argumentation-based dialogue model whose aim
is to capture the outcomes of interactions between humans in a social context. We
call such interactions “MS” dialogues (after Mercier & Sperber). Agents involved
in MS dialogues reason argumentatively, and implement epistemic vigilance using
argumentation and trust together. We present the model (Sections 2 and 3),
discuss some of its properties (Section 4), and its possible use in agent-based
social simulation (Section 5). We conclude with Section 6, where we position
our contribution with respect to related research on combining argumentation
and trust and on the applications of argumentation technologies to online social
platforms, and we discuss future work.

2 Agent model

Agents are characterised by their opinions and by the reasoning that leads them
to maintain such opinions. Following Mercier & Sperber, agent reasoning is ar-
gumentative. In order to define a computational model, we adopt computational
argumentation. In particular, we model opinions as abstract arguments in Dung-
style argumentation frameworks. In the remainder of the paper, we will use the
terms opinion, argument, and belief interchangeably.

In computational abstract argumentation, as defined by Dung [14], an Ar-
gumentation Framework (AF) is a pair 〈A,R〉, where A is a set of atomic ar-
guments and R is a binary attacks relation over arguments, R ⊆ A × A, with
α→ β ∈ R interpreted as “argument α attacks argument β.” Sets of “justified”
arguments can be described by various extension-based semantics [4]. In partic-
ular, an extension-based semantics identifies a number of subsets of A that all
together represent a coherent set of beliefs.

Argumentation semantics may be conflict-tolerant, whereby arguments in
the same extension may attack each other [3], but most proposals require that
extensions be conflict-free, i.e., no two arguments in the same extension may
attack each other. In our model, we use conflict-free semantics. Therefore if an
extension contains an argument α, either R does not contain any attack to α,
or else α is defended, from all incoming attacks, by arguments in the extension.

Some well-known semantics defined by Dung are called admissible, preferred,
and complete semantics. In particular, let S be a set of arguments, S ⊆ A,

– S is conflict-free if ∀α, β ∈ S, α→ β /∈ R;
– an argument α ∈ S is acceptable w.r.t S if ∀β ∈ A s.t. β → α ∈ R, ∃γ ∈ S

s.t. γ → β ∈ R;
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– S is an admissible extension if S is conflict-free and all its arguments are
acceptable w.r.t. S;

– S is a preferred extension if it is a maximal admissible set, w.r.t. set inclusion;
– S is a complete extension if S is admissible and ∀α ∈ A \ S, ∃β ∈ S s.t.
β → α ∈ R.

Other extension-based semantics have been defined, such as the grounded,
stable, semistable, and ideal semantics [4].

Not all the semantics guarantee that there is always an extension. In fact,
in general a semantics may define, for a given AF, one or more extensions, or
none at all. For example, according to many semantics, such as the complete
semantics [14] and the ideal semantics [15], an argumentation framework such
as 〈{a, b}, {a → b, b → a}〉 admits at least two extension: {a} and {b}. Other
semantics, such as the grounded semantics [14], require that there is only one
extension. According to the grounded semantics, the only extension for the above
AF is the empty set.

We do not commit to one semantics in particular, but, for generality, we
assume that each agent may admit more than one extension at a time. We denote
by E the set of all extensions of an agent’s AF, defined by a given semantics.

The set of arguments A is the same for all agents. The differences between
agents are in the attacks relations, R. The reason behind this modelling choice
is that in order for two agents to communicate, they must share a common
language, and such language is made by the arguments and the attacks. This
does not imply a loss in generality, as we could think of A as the set of all possible
arguments of all agents, and use self-attacks to “mask” selected arguments from
certain agents, if needed (no conflict-free semantics would include a self-attacking
argument in any extension). If a self-attack relation is removed as a result of a
dialogical exchange, a new argument may be included in some extension. This
models the possibility that agents become aware of new arguments as information
is shared between them.

Moreover, different people may have different understandings of the same
arguments. For example, two conflicting arguments may be:

(a) Sugar mills produce as much as windmills produce, and at half the
cost. Therefore, sugar mills are preferable to windmills
(b) Recent studies show that windmills are much more energy-efficient
than sugar mills. Therefore, windmills are preferable to sugar mills.

Simplifying, we can define a as an argument supporting sugar mills against
windmills, and b as one in supporting windmills against sugar mills. So let us
consider, for the sake of illustration, a possible natural dialogue between two
people, say, Alice, initially supporting a, and Bob, initially supporting b.

We could think that, initially, Alice has a strong argument supporting sugar
mills against windmills (sugar mills produce as much as windmills produce, and
at half the cost. Therefore, sugar mills are preferable to windmills), and a weak
argument for the contrary (windmills are preferable to sugar mills). This is a weak
argument because it does not really rely on any sequence of premises that bring
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to the conclusion. On the other hand, Bob has a weak argument supporting sugar
mills against windmills (sugar mills are preferable to windmills), and a strong
argument for the contrary (recent studies show that windmills are much more
energy-efficient than sugar mills. Therefore, windmills are preferable to sugar
mills.).

In fact, Alice’s argument supporting windmills against sugar mills is so weak
that Alice does not consider it to be worth undermining her argument support-
ing sugar mills against windmills. Likewise, Bob does not consider his argument
against windmills to be strong enough to represent an attack against his argu-
ment supporting windmills.

In summary, before communicating with each other, Alice and Bob could be
described by AFA = 〈A,RA〉 and AFB = 〈A,RB〉, where A = {a, b}, RA =
{a → b}, and RB = {b → a}, and A’s only complete extension is a, whereas
Bob’s complete extension is b.

Then new elements may emerge during the dialogue, that change the relative
strength of a and b. For example, Alice may get convinced by Bob that the case
for windmills is as strong as, or even stronger than, the case for sugar mills.
Accordingly, as a result of their dialogue, Alice’s attack relation will change into
R′A = {a→ b, b→ a} or R′′A = {b→ a}, and Alice’s complete extensions will be
E ′A = {{a}, {b}} or E ′′A = {{b}}.

Since we adopt an abstract argumentation approach, we do not describe how
arguments are built. In particular, we do not analyse the elements constituting
a and b and their evolution as the dialogue between Alice and Bob unfolds.
However, we do model the shifts in the relations between a and b, by letting
agents modify their sets of attacks.

Other modelling choices are indeed possible. In particular, we could consider
two natural arguments to be different unless they share the same premises, con-
clusion, and logical inferences. For example, we could say that windmills are
preferable to sugar mills isn’t the same argument as recent studies show that
windmills are much more energy-efficient than sugar mills. Therefore, windmills
are preferable to sugar mills.

We could also assume that all agents have the same attack relation, based
on a shared notion of conflict, whereas they may have different defeat relations.
For example, if an agent thinks that it is more important to save energy than
to save money, then they will find that the argument for windmills defeats the
argument for sugar mills. Then the effect of dialogues would be that agents may
end up with different defeat relations. Value-based argumentation frameworks [6]
or extended argumentation frameworks [31] could accommodate such a model.

Our simpler and in a sense more abstract modelling choice, where opinions
and arguments supporting them coincide, and there is a dynamic attacks re-
lation, is motivated by our main research goal: to develop a simple model of
bottom-up dialogues that take place in social networks, and study the propa-
gation of opinions and phenomena such as polarisation in social networks (see
Section 5). A comprehensive empirical validation of our model should tell us if
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our model can indeed capture the outcomes of discussions between humans, and
whether it should be changed or extended.

Agents represent human actors situated in social networks, and they interact
with one another by way of MS dialogues. For example, an MS dialogue could be
the abstract representation of a sequence of posts (comments, tweets [19], etc.),
in a given social networking platform. In general, more than two agents may be
involved in a stream of posts. However, in this work we focus on two-party MS
dialogues, leaving multi-party interactions for future extensions.

When agents communicate with one another, they exchange arguments and
relations between arguments. Therefore a post can either be an argument α, or
an attack α→ β.

To reflect Mercier & Sperber’s theory, in devising the MS dialogue model we
followed these general guidelines:

– agents use argumentative reasoning, in order to establish the coherence of
the information contained in the posts, against their own beliefs

– the information that an agent (author) contributes to a dialogue (i.e., an
argument or an attack), is coherent with her own beliefs, i.e., it is included
in one of the agent’s extensions;

– agents evaluates posts using mechanisms for epistemic vigilance, based on
argumentation and trust;

– the trust of an agent towards another may change dynamically as the dia-
logue evolves;

– if a post is incoherent with the recipient agent’s beliefs, and the recipient
trusts the post’s author, she should actuate some form of belief revision in
order to assimilate the new beliefs, while maintaining coherence;

– if a post is incoherent with the recipient agent’s beliefs, and the recipient does
not trust the post’s author, she may either engage in an MS dialogue with
the post’s author, by producing arguments against the post, or simply ignore
the post. In turn, the author can produce arguments for her claims, and
encourage the recipient to examine, evaluate, and accept these arguments.

During a dialog, an agent is constantly assessing whether (a) the new infor-
mation is coherent with her beliefs, (b) new arguments suffice to accept the new
piece of information, and (c) in case of new incoherent information that requires
revising beliefs, whether the counterpart is to be trusted or not.

We assume that agents rely on a trust model. Arguably a realistic model of
trust would need to be a dynamic measure that takes into account the nature
of social ties, and the authoritativeness, expertise and social status of the inter-
locutor [44]. However, our dialogue model is orthogonal to the trust model, and
different trust models can be accommodated.

3 MS dialogues

In this section we explain how MS dialogues unfold.
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Table 1. Notation

A a set of arguments, each identified by a letter of the alphabet, e.g.,
A = {a, b, c, d}. We assume that A is the same for all agents

R a set of binary attacks relations between arguments, e.g., R = {a →
b, c→ c}, where a, b, c ∈ A

AF AF=〈A,R〉: an argumentation framework

ε ε ⊆ A: an extension

E E={ε1, ε2, . . . , εn}: a set of n extensionsS
E ,

Si
E

S
E=ε1∪ε2∪· · ·∪εn, ∀εi ∈ E : the set of all arguments in each member

of E (of an agent i).

A,B agent names

D a dialogue between two agents. A dialogue is about a subject

σ(D) the subject of D
∆in,∆out in/out narratives, i.e., all the attacks that an agent received/sent since

D started, e.g.: ∆in = {a→ b, c→ b}

Let us stress once more that an MS dialogue is the abstract representation
of a possibly complex exchange. The purpose of our model is not to define rigid
rules for exchanging arguments in social networks, which would make little sense
here, but rather, to define the possible outcomes of a dialogue, and the effect of
a dialogue on the state of the participants. In particular, a dialogue can result in
one agent or another changing her mind, or in both agents changing their mind
(which does not necessarily imply an agreement), or it may have no effect at all
on the participants’ opinions.

Table 1 is there to guide the reader through our notation.
A dialogue D occurs between two agents A and B, about a subject σ(D). The

agent who starts the dialogue, say A, is called the initiator. Since he is starting
a dialogue, we assume that the initiator has a claim to make, i.e., that he has at
least one, non-empty, extension. In particular, if A is the initiator, EA is the set
of all extensions computed from A’s AF , and

⋃A
E is the set of all arguments in

all of A’s extensions, then
⋃A
E 6= ∅. The subject σ(D) is an argument, belonging

to one of the initiator’s extensions: σ(D) ∈
⋃A
E .

Following a shared practice in the literature, we label contributions using
locution identifiers: initiate, attack, rebut, ok (termination with agreement), and
sorry (termination with disagreement). The notation “utter initiate(D)” indi-
cates that A initiates an MS dialogue about σ(D). In other words, initiate(D)
is an “invitation to discuss” from A to another agent, say B, which sparks a
dialogue D between A and B.

Let us consider two agents A and B defined by the argumentation frameworks
shown in Fig. 1. For the sake of illustration, from now on we will stick to the
complete semantics. A’s only complete extension is {a, c, e}, whereas B’s only
complete extension is {b, d}. Thus A can initiate a dialogue about a, or c, or e.
B can instead initiate a dialogue about b, or about d.
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a b c

d e

(a) AFA

a b c

d e

(b) AFB

Fig. 1. Sample argumentation frameworks.

Once an argument has been thrown on the table, MS dialogues proceed by
the two agents attacking each other’s claims and justifying their own claims. To
do so they take turns, and communicate attacks to each other. We keep track
of the attacks that each agent has produced (∆out) and received (∆in) since the
dialogue started. ∆out and ∆in are initially empty narratives.

Whenever B is addressed by A with initiate(D), B behaves according to
Algorithm 1. Notice that Algorithm 1, as well as all other algorithms below, are
written from the perspective of an agent B reacting to some input coming from
an agent A.

By Algorithm 1, if σ(D) is coherent with B’s AF , the dialogue has no reason
to continue: A and B agree on the subject and the dialogue ends. If, instead, σ(D)
is incoherent with B’s AF , i.e., if σ(D) is not included in any of B’s extensions,
that means that σ(D) supports an opinion that B is not currently embracing. In
the case of complete semantics, σ(D) actually conflicts with B’s opinions. Thus,
B will have to decide whether to accept this new argument or not.

To this end, B will exercise a degree of epistemic vigilance. In particular,
if B trusts A, B will believe what A says, and revise her own beliefs (i.e., her
argumentation framework) in order to accommodate A’s argument σ(D) in at
least one of her extensions.1 If instead B does not trust A, B will produce an
argument α against σ(D) (attack(α → σ(D))) and wait for a reaction from A.
Producing such an attack amounts to showing A reasons not to believe σ(D).

Now it is A’s turn to produce arguments for her claims, and encourage B to
examine, evaluate, and accept these arguments.

Let β be σ(D). By Algorithm 2, to react to an attack α→ β, an agent (called
B in the description of the algorithm, but it may be either the initiator or the
interlocutor in different phases of the dialogue) has different options:

– if he is aware of α → β, then, if he can attack α with a fresh argument,
he will do it (utter attack(γ → α), line 7), otherwise he will attack some-
thing his interlocutor said in the past, again, using a fresh argument (utter
attack(γ → α′), line 12);

– if he is unaware of α → β, and he trusts his interlocutor, he will update
his own attacks relation to include α → β (lines 19-21), which may result
in he actually changing opinion and agreeing with his interlocutor (line 24),
or may not, in which case he will challenge (line 28 calls Algorithm 2 again,
but this time the agent is aware of α → β and Algorithm 2 will end up in
the previous case);

1 We elaborate on belief revision at the end of this section.
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Algorithm 1 React to initiate(D)
Require: received initiate(D) from A
1: ∆in ← ∅,∆out ← ∅
2: E ← set of all extensions computed from AF
3: if σ(D) ∈

S
E then

4: utter ok {there is agreement, the dialogue ends}
5: else
6: if B trusts A then
7: revise AF , in order to achieve σ(D) ∈

S
E′

8: {E ′ is the set of extensions in the revised AF ′}
9: utter ok {the dialogue ends with agreement}

10: else
11: {A is not trusted: the dialogue continues}
12: repeat
13: pick α→ σ(D) ∈ R \∆out, such that α ∈

S
E

14: utter attack(α→ σ(D))
15: until 6 ∃α→ σ(D) ∈ R \∆out, such that α ∈

S
E or D has ended

16: end if
17: end if

– if he is unaware of α → β, and he does not trust his interlocutor, he will
deny α→ β to his interlocutor (rebut(¬(α→ β)), line 31). The interlocutor
will then continue the dialogue according to Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 defines how an agent reacts to a denial of an attack α → β.
Again the usual mechanisms of epistemic vigilance play their role. We will not
comment on Algorithm 3 in detail, as it is similar to Algorithm 2.

An MS dialogue D may end in different ways:

– A and B agree on σ(D) from the start (see Algorithm 1: utter ok, line 4).
No revision of beliefs is needed;

– either A or B change her mind about σ(D) (see Algorithm 2 line 23 and
Algorithm 3: utter ok, line 8). A revision of beliefs is needed on A or B’s
side;

– A and B disagree on σ(D) (see Algorithm 3: utter sorry, line 26), in spite
of possible revisions of beliefs that may have occurred along D.

These procedures define the general framework of how MS dialogues unfold.
For the sake of generality, several choice points are left open. Mainly, we do not
commit to any specific argumentation semantics, we do not define how agents
should revise their beliefs, and we do not specify how trust is formed.

In fact, our implementation of the model (see Section 5) accommodates not
just one, but several well known extension-based argumentation semantics: ad-
missible, grounded, complete, preferred, ideal, stable, and semi-stable. The user
can choose a different semantics at each simulation from a drop-down menu.

As far as belief revision, we implemented one particular form of revision,
which models the outcome of a possible dialogue between A and B, where A
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Algorithm 2 React to attack(α→ β)
Require: received attack(α→ β) from A
1: ∆in ← ∆in ∪ α→ β
2: E ← set of all extensions computed from AF
3: if α→ β ∈ R then
4: {the agent is aware of the relation α→ β}
5: if ∃γ → α ∈ R \∆out such that γ ∈

S
E then

6: {there is another direct attack against α}
7: utter attack(γ → α)
8: ∆out ← ∆out ∪ γ → α
9: else

10: {attack something A said in the past}
11: pick γ → α′ ∈ R \∆out such that α′ → β′ ∈ ∆in, and γ ∈

S
E

12: utter attack(γ → α′)
13: ∆out ← ∆out ∪ γ → α′

14: end if
15: else
16: {the agent is unaware of the relation α→ β}
17: if B trusts A then
18: {believe what A says and revise own AF}
19: add α→ β to R if α→ β ∈ RA

20: add β → α to R if β → α ∈ RA

21: remove β → α from R if β → α 6∈ RA

22: compute E ′ from the revised AF
23: if σ(D) ∈

S
E \

S
E′ ∪

S
E′ \

S
E then

24: {the agent changed her mind about the subject: D ends with agreement}
25: utter ok
26: else
27: {admitting α→ β does not change B’s mind about σ(D): D continues}
28: react to attack(α→ β)
29: end if
30: else
31: utter rebut(¬(α→ β))
32: end if
33: end if

learns some bits of knowledge from B in order to be able to embrace B’s argu-
ment. Within Algorithm 1, in order to revise her beliefs, an agent progressively
learns the interlocutor’s attacks relations, which are assimilated into her own
AF , and possibly deletes some of her own attacks relations, until she admits at
least one extension that includes σ(D). This is done in a conservative way, i.e.,
an attack can be added from the revising agent’s AF only if it is in the inter-
locutor’s AF , and it can be removed only if it is not in the interlocutor’s AF .
Within Algorithms 2 and 3, the interlocutor’s attacks relations between α and
β are assimilated into the revising agent’s AF (i.e., whatever attacks between α
and β are defined in the interlocutor’s AF will be added into the revising agent’s
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Algorithm 3 React to rebut(¬(α→ β))
Require: received rebut(¬(α→ β)) from A
1: E ← set of all extensions computed from AF

Require: α ∈
S
E , α→ β ∈ R

2: if B trusts A then
3: {believe what A says and revise own AF}
4: add all attacks between α and β in A’s AF
5: remove all attacks between α and β not in A’s AF
6: compute E ′ from the revised AF
7: if σ(D) ∈

S
E \

S
E′ ∪

S
E′ \

S
E then

8: {the agent changed her mind about σ(D): D ends with agreement}
9: utter ok

10: else
11: {deleting α→ β does not change B’s mind about σ(D): D continues}
12: E ← E ′
13: if ∃α′ → β ∈ R \∆out such that α′ ∈

S
E then

14: {there is another direct attack against β}
15: utter attack(α′ → β)
16: ∆out ← ∆out ∪ α′ → β
17: else
18: {attack something A said in the past}
19: pick γ → β′ ∈ R \∆out such that γ ∈

S
E and β′ → α′ ∈ ∆in

20: utter attack(γ → β′)
21: ∆out ← ∆out ∪ γ → β′

22: end if
23: end if
24: else
25: {do not believe A: D ends without an agreement}
26: utter sorry
27: end if

AF, and whatever attacks between α and β are not defined in the interlocutor’s
AF will be removed from the revising agent’s AF).

There is a large literature on revising beliefs in artificial intelligence and
knowledge representation. In particular, work by Alchourrón et al. [1] was in-
fluential in defining a number of basic postulates (known as AGM postulates in
the literature) that a belief revision operator should respect, in order for that
operator to be considered rational. Cayrol et al. [13] propose a framework for
revising an abstract AF along these lines. A more recent proposal for revising an
abstract AF following a minimal change principle was put forward by Baumann
[5]. However, considering the intended application of MS dialogues, which is
modelling possible outcomes of human debates, respecting the AGM postulates
may not be a necessary requirement after all. We plan however to investigate
the application of these and other methods in MS dialogues, and evaluate which
one performs best in simulating opinion diffusion in social networks.
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4 Analysis

MS dialogues present interesting features from the viewpoint of behavioural mod-
eling. They model truthful interaction, where an agent believes what she says.
They embed mechanisms for epistemic vigilance, and it is possible to adjust the
trade off between argumentative reasoning and trust.

All these features are relevant for our intended application of MS dialogues
for social simulation (more about it in Section 5). However, it is also interesting
to analyse MS dialogues from a formal viewpoint, for example, if we wish to use
this type of dialogue in a context of artificial societies, populated by software
agents. In this section, we briefly discuss the most significant features of MS
dialogues from a more formal perspective.

Property 1. MS dialogues respect agent autonomy. In particular, if an agent A
does not trust an agent B, A’s participation in an MS dialogues with B will not
cause any change in A’s beliefs.

It is possible to see this by looking at the branches of Algorithms 1-3 that lead
to an agent revising his beliefs: they are all subject to the condition if B trusts
A.

Property 2. If a conservative belief revision operator for argumentation frame-
works is used, MS dialogues do not increase the polarisation between the par-
ticipants.

“Polarisation” is a notion commonly used in sociology, to measure disagreement.
Intuitively, if all agents in a group think alike, the polarisation in the group
is 0. If agents are split into two equally large, homogeneous groups, and the
opinions of agents from the first group are maximally distant from those of the
agents in the second group, polarisation in the overall group is maximum. In
our framework, a possible measure of polarisation could be based on a notion of
distance between AF s measured by counting the number of attacks upon which
the two AF s disagree. An alternative distance could consider the overlapping in
the extensions of the two AF s. The latter is the approach we follow in [20].

A “conservative” belief revision operator applied on a set of attack relations
RA during a dialogue between A and B, producing a new set of attack relations
R′A satisfies the following properties: (1) if α → β ∈ RA ∩ RB , then α → β ∈
R′A; (2) if α → β 6∈ RA ∪ RB , then α → β 6∈ R′A. The revision method we
implemented, which is described at the end of Section 3, is conservative.

We give an intuitive justification of Property 2 using the example of Section 3,
Fig. 1: Table 2 shows the possible states that can be reached by A or B during one
or more dialogues via conservative revision steps. We can see that the maximum
distance is at the initial state. This means that polarisation can only decrease.

Property 3. MS dialogues do not change focus.

The focus of an MS dialogue D is always its subject σ(D). In particular, by
Algorithm 1, either D terminates with agreement, or if D continues it does by
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Table 2. Possible evolutions of AFA and AFB (from Section 3, Fig. 1), when interacting
via MS dialogues.

(a) AFA

a b c

d e

(b)

a b c

d e

(c)

a b c

d e

(d)

a b c

d e

(e)

a b c

d e

(f)

a b c

d e

(g)

a b c

d e

(h)

a b c

d e

(i)

a b c

d e

(j)

a b c

d e

(k)

a b c

d e

(l)

a b c

d e

(m)

a b c

d e

(n)

a b c

d e

(o) AFB

a b c

d e

attacking σ(D). By Algorithm 2 and 3, all possible ramifications of the dialogue
are based on attacks/denials of attacks linked to σ(D), either to defeat it, or to
defend it.

Property 4. The flow of dialogue is guaranteed. In particular, participants always
have something to say until they decide to terminate the dialogue.

By Algorithm 1, possible utterances are ok (line 9) or attack(α → σ(D)) (line
14). The first case is trivial. In order to execute the second option, an agent
must be able to produce an attack α → σ(D). Such an attack is guaranteed
to exist. If it did not, σ(D) would be in one of the agent’s extensions, and the
algorithm would not end up in this branch (line 3). Similar considerations hold
for Algorithm 2 and 3.

Property 5. MS dialogues allow agents to exhaustively express all their objec-
tions to the interlocutor’s claim.

Depending on their mutual (lack of) trust, there is always a possible dialogue
where an agent can put forward an objection against any of the interlocutor’s
arguments, if there exists one that has not been put forward already.

Property 6. Given finite argumentation frameworks, MS dialogues always termi-
nate in a finite number of steps, bounded by the squared size of the argument
set.

Termination is guaranteed because the dialogue keeps track of in/out narratives
(∆in, ∆out), and only a finite number of attacks can be defined from a finite
number of arguments. Attacks/denials of attacks cannot be repeated during the
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same dialogue, thus in the worst case the number of turns in a dialogue is the
maximum possible size of R, i.e., |{calA}|2.

These properties tell us that MS dialogues can be efficiently used in simula-
tion experiments, and that their possible outcomes follow the intuition.

5 Applying MS dialogues to social simulation

Sociologists within the Agent-Based Social Simulation (ABSS) area have at-
tacked the mechanisms that are somewhat related to agreement, under many
points of view: in terms of hierarchies, trust evolution, cooperation, opinions
Polarisation and voting attitude, consensus, cultural differentiation, social struc-
ture and its effects on cooperation, cultural differentiation, norms and collective
beliefs, and finally, in terms of collective behavior.

There are at least two common aspects in all these attempts: (a) the use
of social networks to represent social embeddedness and (b) a preference for
mathematical, game theoretical or artificial intelligence techniques.

This stream of research focuses on agents that do, in fact, interact but where
very little explicit reasoning is done - and if it is, it is “compiled” into procedural
code. These scholars model agent’s reasoning mainly by:

(a) threshold models that link the probability of an agent to choose between a
set of opportunities;

(b) theoretical games, like the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma, to assess the emer-
gence of a stable regime of cooperation between bounded rational agents;

(c) genetic algorithms, to implement evolving collaborative or competitive strate-
gies in game theoretical settings; or

(d) neural networks, to explore social meta-reasoning and beliefs.

Among the Social Sciences, this formal approach is competing with a second
formal stream, which focuses explicitly on how social agents should reason so-
cially, i.e., interdependently with others, by means of formal logics. The relevance
of logic in ABSS is an open issue, with both detractors and supporters [16].

It is interesting to notice that BDI frameworks, like the ones advocated by
Hedstrom [23], have not encountered a wide diffusion among sociologists, prob-
ably because most agent architectures based on the BDI paradigm are complex
to understand and to use by non-computer-scientists, and often not suited for
simulation with thousand of agents. On the other side, agents are mainly called
social just because they are linked in network structures, but no reasoning is
actually implemented.

In spite of a substantive claim for the adoption of agent-based models in
the Analytical, Generative and Computational fields of Sociology, it looks like
a shared framework to model key reasoning capabilities of social agents has not
been developed yet (see Carley and Newell [11] for a review of possible models
of social agent).

We think that argumentation technologies can be successfully used to fill this
gap. Accordingly, we proposed a new model for agent-based social simulations
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Fig. 2. A snapshot of NetArg at work with a simulation. The simulation started with
50% of agents having one argumentation framework, and the other half having a differ-
ent framework. When the snapshot was taken, the simulation had completed 762 steps.
Notice the low Polarisation (chart on the bottom left), and the majority of agents who
share the same argumentation framework (they are coloured in the same way) and thus
the same opinion.

[20], whereby agents belonging to a social network reason and interact argumen-
tatively, using MS dialogues. With this model, we simulate the propagation of
arguments and evolution of opinions in a social context.

We run experiments with a simulator that implements MS dialogues [21].
The simulator, called NetArg, is developed in NetLogo [53], a standard tool in
social simulation, along with a Java Extension that uses ConArg [8] to compute
the semantics.

Following an experimental design due to Flache & Macy [18], we use the
“disconnected caveman graph” [52] to represent a situation where components
are maximally dense. The model comprises 100 agents organised in 20 “caves”
(identifiable as cliques in Fig. 2): the parameter cave-size sets the number of
agents for each cave. In order to run a simulation, two AF s must be generated,
either randomly or by specifying an attack structure. Fig. 2 shows an experiment
using the usual AFA and AFB from Section 3, Fig. 1.

Different semantics can be chosen with the selected-semantic parameter. AF s
are thus distributed randomly with probability fract-agents-with-AF1 among the
population. Trust probability is set at a prob-change-mind value, which is fixed
for all agents. For the sake of simplicity, we adopt a static threshold-based trust
model, where the exact value of thresholds is determined by a system of linear
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equations aimed at guaranteeing that in some basic cases (such as the illus-
trations presented in this paper), the odds of a dialogue ending with A or B
changing her mind are even, following a fairness principle. In our implementa-
tion, it is possible to specify for each simulation a “trust level”, meaning the
probability that a dialogue will end with either agent changing her mind (as
opposed to neither).

At each time step, each agent is asked to start a dialogue with one of its
neighbors, which could be restricted to the same cave or not, depending on the
presence of bridges if allow-random-ties is true.

NetArg can be used to answer interesting research questions for the social
sciences, for example, does the presence of bridges (or weak ties) lower the po-
larisation level of the population, i.e., does the model exhibit a long-range ties
effect on social polarisation?2 We discuss some preliminary results in [20].

6 Conclusions

This article describes a new dialogue model that builds on Mercier & Sperber’s
argumentative theory of reasoning and harmonises argumentation and trust. Our
approach is different from others in the argumentation literature, in that it finds
its motivations in the social sciences, rather than in philosophy, computer science
and game theory. However, there are many related works.

Koster et a. [25] review recent literature on the combination of argumenta-
tion and trust. Most of the work done concerns using argumentation to evaluate
trust, in what they call argument-supported trust [37,35,36,46,28], and argu-
ments about trust [24]. Parsons et al. [33] investigate the combination of trust
measures on agents and the use of argumentation for reasoning about belief,
combining an existing system for reasoning about trust and an existing system
of argumentation. This work is the most closely related to our proposal, but it
does not consider dialogues. An interesting direction for future research could be
towards understanding whether this framework could suit to modeling dialogues
in social network, and how it relates to Sperber & Mercier’s framework.

On another line, a growing number of debate-friendly tools is rising to help
users visualise and understand the outcome of a discussion. Among them there
are (a) visualisation tools, such as DebateGraph;3 (b) community-based tools re-
lying on user ranking, such as DBee,4 a global debating network which features
scoring and ranking with both positive or negative values and Debate.org,5 a so-
cial network platform where users can start a debate and comment with pro/cons
rating against the main argument in the debate; community-based moderated,
professional discussion forums. Well-known example of the last category are De-
batepedia,6 an International Debate Education Association project containing a
2 See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YfhKpYASf0.
3 http://www.debategraph.org
4 http://dbeelife.com
5 http://www.debate.org
6 http://idebate.org/debatabase
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database of more than 500 debates, produced by professional debates and used
as a training set for students who want to learn how to debate effectively and im-
prove the database itself and Deliberatorium,7 a community-moderated system
where comments are subject to moderator approval before they may be certified
and finally become visible to a larger community. Other argumentation-enabled
web applications are discussed in [48,43,12,45,42]. Finally, following the bottom-
up argumentation concept, microdebates are an argumentation-based tool de-
vised to support online debates [19]. All these approaches have a common goal:
to improve rational debates in the social Web, using argumentation technologies.
Conversely, our work is primarily concerned with modeling online exchanges, and
not on giving rules or tools to modify the way people communicate, and as such
it is orthogonal with all the above.

Finally, we mention work done by Maudet and Bonzon on studying the out-
comes of multi-party persuasion dialogues [9]. Their formal approach builds on
mechanism design and is orthogonal to MS dialogues, which build on experimen-
tal psychology. That work is surely relevant to ours, and we plan to compare their
theoretical results with those we present in our formal analysis, and with the
experimental results we shall obtain by simulating MS dialogues using NetArg.

There are many directions for future work. In Section 2 we outline a new per-
spective of the meaning that can be given to abstract argumentation frameworks
in social environment, where each agent/human has a different understanding
of concepts that have a common abstract reference. This view tallies with the
bottom-up argumentation concept [47] and with other applications of abstract
argumentation in the social networks domain, such as the aforementioned mi-
crodebates [19]. Surely, more work is needed to explore this idea and understand
it and how it can help bridge the gap between natural and abstract argumen-
tation. We intend to evaluate this using data from online debates. However, as
noted by Modgil et al. [32], organizing human authored arguments into Dung’s
argumentation frameworks is a difficult problem, on which there has been little
work so far.

We have already mentioned alongside the presentation some other necessary
extension to our model: towards multi-party debates, towards better-defined
trust models grounded on sociological studies, and towards better-defined belief
revision processes, which will have to be designed so as to best reflect the essence
of Mercier & Sperber’s theory. The concept of distance between AFs, used to
measure polarisation, is also an important direction for further work. We are
only aware of another proposal, by Booth et al. [10], to measure distance in the
context of abstract argumentation, but with an entirely different perspective.
Indeed, the authors propose a way to quantify disagreement, but not between
two different AF s, but between two extensions inside the same AF . It would be
interesting to study the problem of quantifying disagreement between AF s in
general, possibly as an extension of Booth et al.’s work.

7 http://cci.mit.edu/research/deliberatorium.html
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